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1. Introduction 

The languages in Sino-Tibetan language family most 

are tonal languages, so the origin of tones is very 

significant in the study of Sino-Tibetan language. 

However, the present living languages in this family 

are already tonal languages and only few with 

non-tonal and tonal dialects. For lack of written 

language materials, the study on origin of 

Sino-Tibetan tones is very difficult. In Sino-Tibetan 

language family, there are 3 languages with old 

traditional writing systems. They are Chinese, 

Tibetan and Burmese among which only written 

Tibetan reflects a non-tonal ancient speech sound 

system (马学良, 2003). So we say that Tibetan is a 

very important language in the research of the 

Sino-Tibetan language family, especially in the 

research of the origin of tone. The reasons are: 1) it 

has large scale of native speakers; 2) the 

geographical environment is very special, because 

most of Tibetan speakers live at high altitudes; 3) the 

humanity environment is that Tibetan lives relatively 

isolated and use the same language; 4) it has a 

traditional writing system with large quantity of 

writing materials; 5) it has many dialects which show 

the different phases of Tibetan evolution, especially 

the evolution from non-tonal to tonal. 

The written Tibetan system was established in 7
th
 

century and the earliest written Tibetan materials 

now we can have are those between 8
th
 century and 

9
th
 century ( 王 尧 , 1982; 李 方 桂 等 , 1987; 

Richaydson, 1985). At present, most of scholars 

think it reflects the ancient Tibetan sound system. 

The earliest written According to our database
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1 The Tibetan database includes 6 Tibetan-Chinese dictionaries 

and Tibetan many textbooks. They are: 《藏汉大字典》、《安多

口语字典》、《拉萨口语字典》、《格西曲扎藏文辞典》、《新编

written Tibetan dictionary, there are more than 

90,000 words, among which there are about 5649 

single syllable words and more than 43000 

di-syllable words. From the viewpoint of historical 

linguistics, the evolution of Tibetan tones has close 

relationship with the decrease of Tibetan initials and 

finals. Usually people think that there are 213 initials 

and 77 finals or 220 initials and 98 finals (格桑居冕

等, 1991，2002，2004). According to our database, 

there are 220 initials, among which there are 30 

single consonants initials, 118 initials with two 

consonant, 66 initials with three consonants and 6 

initials with four consonants and 100 finals among 

which there are 5 single vowel finals, 15 diphthong 

finals, 45 finals with consonant ending and 35 finals 

with double consonant ending (孔江平, 2010). 

From the written Tibetan and dialects, we know that 

decrease of initial has relationship with the increase 

of homonym and the homonym leads to the origin of 

Tibetan tones. So the Tibetan dialects can reflect the 

different stages and information of the origin of 

Tibetan tones. Tibetan dialects divided by scholars: a) 

5 dialects by Roerich G.N. in 30s last century 

(Roerich, 1931); b) 4 dialects by Uray G. in 50s and 5 

dialects in 60s (Uray, 1949); c) 4 dialects by Shafer R. 

(Shafer, 1955); d) 2 dialects by Miller R.A. (Miller, 

1955). e) 3 dialects by Qu Aitang (瞿霭堂, 1963); 5 

dialects by 西田龙雄(Nishida Tatsuo) in 70s (西田

龙雄, 1970); f) 3 dialects by Li Fanggui (Li Fanggui, 

1973); g) 2 dialects by Encyclopedia Britannica in 

70s (Encyclopedia Britannica, 1974). In 80s, 3 dialects 

and many sub-dialects are divided by Qu Aitang (瞿

霭堂等, 1981): 1) Weizang (central) dialects with 4 

sub-dialects; 2) Kang dialect with 6 sub-dialects and 

3) Amdo dialects with 4 sub-dialects. See figure 1. 

                                                                                           
藏文字典》、《藏文同音字典》和《藏语文课本（小学 12 册、

初中 6 册、高中 6 册）》。 
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Since it is very difficult to identify the sound systems 

which is developing tone system from pitch pattern 

to tone pattern, there are some problems in the 

principle of dialect division. 

  

Figure 1: the map of Tibetan dialects
2
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Briefly speaking, the dialects which have tones and 

do not have voiced stop, voiced affricate and voice 

fricative are regarded as Weizang dialect, the dialects 

which do not have tones and have voiced stop, 

voiced affricate and voiced fricative are regarded as 

Amdo dialect and the rest dialects are regarded as 

Kang (中国社会科学院和澳大利亚人文科学院 , 

1987). 

2. Pitch and tone patterns 

In the phonetic study, the basis of historical sound 

change is very important. According to the linguistic 

study, the evolution of tone has at least three periods. 

The first one is the period of pitch pattern in which 

the pitch pattern of single syllable mainly is “high 

falling pitch”, and the pitch pattern of di-syllable is 

usually “middle level + high falling”. Most of Amdo 

dialects are in this period. The second one is the 

period of tone development in which the pitch or 

tone patterns of single syllable mainly are “high 

falling pitch” and “high level pitch”, such as the 
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 The figure is copied from “Atlas of Chinese 

Languages” 《中国语言地图集》, 中国社会科学院

和澳大利亚人文科学院合编, Longman, Hong Kong, 

1987. 
 

dialects in Yushu prefecture. The pitch or tone 

patterns of disyllables usually “middle level + high 

falling” and “middle level + high level”. The third 

one is the period of developed tone system in which 

there are usually 4 or 6 tone patterns of single 

syllables and about 10 tone pattern of disyllables. 

Some words in Xiahe, Yushu and Lasa are listed in 

table 1. See table 1. 

Table 1. Examples of single syllable words in 3 

dialects. 

Tibeta

n 

transcirpti

on 

Meanin

g 

typ

e 
xiahe yushu Lasa 

聏 rta horse QD hta⁵´/⁵´ ta⁵´/⁵´ ta⁵³ 

纍 sa place QD sha⁵´/⁵´ sha⁵´/⁵´ sha⁵³ 

纏臦 au 
grand 

mother 
QC ʔi⁵´/⁵´ ai⁵´/⁵´ ʔau⁵⁵ 

繳舘纀 gsum three QC səm⁵´/⁵´ saŋ⁵´/⁵´ 
sum⁵
⁵ 

輿繳 tshig 
sentenc

e 
QS 

ʦhək⁵´/⁵
¹ 

ʦhɛʔ⁵⁵/⁵
⁵ 

ʦhk⁵
³ 

繿翭繿 bcib ride QS ʨəp⁵´/⁵´ ʨeʔ⁵⁵/⁵⁵ 
ʨip⁵

³ 

臱 ri 
mountai

n 
ZD rə²⁵´/⁵´ rə³⁵´/⁵´ ri¹³ 

繴 nga I ZD ŋa²⁵´/⁵´ ŋa³⁵³/³⁵³ ŋa´³ 

纀繻纈 mdav arrow ZC 
nda²²⁵´/

⁵¹ 
nda⁵³⁵´/

⁵¹ 
ta´⁵ 

繳纇繼 gzan cassock ZC zan²⁵´/⁵´ zẽ³⁵³/³⁵³ sɛ´⁵ 

繿輌繴纍 brdungs beat ZS 
doŋ²²⁵´/

⁵¹ 
dɑŋ³´⁵³/

⁵´ 
tuŋ´³

² 

繳臛繳纍 gzigs look ZS 
zək²²⁵´/⁵

¹ 
zɛ²´²⁵/´⁵ 

saʔ¹³
² 

In table 1, the first column is written Tibetan, the 

second is the Latin transcription of Tibetan, the third 

is the word meaning, the fourth is syllable type in 

which „Q‟ stands for voiceless initial, „D‟ stands for 

short final, „C‟ stands for long final and „S‟ stands for 

final with stop ending, the fifth column to seventh 

column are the words of Xiahe, Yushu and Lasa in 
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IPA. The numbers before „/‟ reflect the actual 

fundamental frequency by 5 letters tone system and 

the numbers after „/‟ is obtained by the perception of 

linguists. 

From the table 1, we can find that the F0 contours of 

some voiced initials, especially those with voiced 

stops, can‟t be perceived as pitch pattern. So there is 

only one pitch pattern in Xiahe, though the syllable 

types are different. There are two pitch patterns in 

Yushu, though the syllable types are different. There 

are 5 tone patterns in Lasa, which have close 

relationship with the syllable types. 

Table 2. Pitch pattern or tone pattern of single syllable words in 3 dialects. 

 Xiahe Yushu Lasa 

QC  51/51  51/51  55  

QD  51/51  51/51  53  

QS  51/51  55/55  53  

ZC  2251/51, 251/51, 251/25 5351/51, 351/351, 353/353 15  

ZD  2251/51, 251/51 251/51, 351/51, 353/353 13  

ZS  2251/51, 251/51 3151/51, 55/55, 2125/15 132  

In Table 2, the first column stands for the syllable 

type and the others display the pitch or tone patterns 

of the three dialects from more examples in our 

database. The pitch patterns in Xiahe dialect are 

displayed in the second column, the pitch or tone 

patterns in Yushu are displayed in the third column 

and some tone patterns of Lasa are displayed in the 

4
th
 column. From table 2, we can find that the pitch 

patterns are not very fixed which can be easily 

affected by initials and finals. 

From what we talked above, we can find that there 

is great difference between F0 contour and the 

perceptual pitch pattern in Xiahe and Yushu which 

are usually regarded as non-tonal dialects and the 

tone developing dialects. The difference of F0 

contour and perceptual pitch pattern is small in Lasa 

dialect which is usually regarded as tonal dialect. 

From this analysis, we can find that the difference 

between F0 contour and perceptual pitch pattern can 

be used to define tonal or non-tonal dialect or 

language, because the sound system does not depend 

on F0 contour but perceptual system of our brain. 

No matter how long and how complex a F0 contour 

is, a syllable only can be perceived as one single 

pattern. That is to say the physiological restriction 

and psychological perception play a very important 

role in the evolution of tone in Tibetan. That is the 

reason why it is very difficult to identify the pitch or 

tone systems in the tone developing dialects. 

3. Homonym rate of initial and final 

As is well known, there are 3 speeches which should 

be recorded when people investigate a Tibetan 

dialects. They are local speech of ordinary people 

used in daily life, local speech for reading written 

Tibetan and speech used by Lama which is more 

close to ancient Tibetan. Here we use local speech of 

ordinary people to explain the pitch and tone 

patterns, and local speech for reading written 

Tibetan to calculate the homonym rates. The reason 

is that different word corpuses have to be used, if the 

local speeches of daily life in different dialects are 

used. 

Since the numbers of initials and finals in the 

dialects of Tibetan decrease gradually from 7
th

 

century, the result is that the homonyms increase 

gradually and finally may affect the normal 

communication. In this study, written Tibetan and 6 

dialects are selected for explaining the relationship 

between the evolution of tones and the homonyms. 

The words used in this calculation are all single 

syllable words. The total number is 5649. In this 

paper, HR1 stands for homonym rate of initials and 

finals, also called homonym rate 1. TN stands for 

the total number of all single syllable words. NIF 

stands for the number of syllables with different 

initials and finals.  
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Method for calculating homonym rate 1: 

HR1=TN/NIF – 1 

For example: The homonym rate 1 of written 

Tibetan. 

HR1 (written Tibetan) = 5649/5649 – 1= 0 

The results of homonym rate 1 of written Tibetan 

and the dialects of Xiahe, Zeku, Batang, Dege, 

Rikaze and Lasa are listed in Table 3. See Table 3. 

Table 3. Homonym rate calculated through initials 

and finals 

Dialect TN NS HR1 

Tibetan 5649 5649 0 

Xiahe 5649 1942 1.9089 

Zeku 5649 1579 2.5776 

Batang 5649 1398 3.0408 

Dege 5649 1336 3.2283 

Rikaze 5649 1086 4.2017 

Lasa 5649 1052 4.3698 

Table 3 shows the homonym rate 1 of written 

Tibetan and 6 Tibetan dialects, in which the first 

column is the dialect name, the second column is the 

total number of single words, the third column is the 

number of syllables with different initials and finals 

and the fourth column is the homonym rate 1. In 

order to see the result clearly and directly, the 

homonym rates are displayed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2. The homonym rate 1 of written Tibetan 

and 6 dialects are sorted and displayed in an 

increasing order. 

From Figure 2, it can be clearly seen that the 

homonym rates increase gradually and the 

homonym rate 1 of written Tibetan is 0 that means 

there is no homonym in 5649 single syllable words, 

the homonym rate 1 of Xiahe is 1.9088, the 

homonym rate 1 of Zeku is 2.5775, the homonym 

rate 1 of Batang is 3.0407, the homonym rate 1 of 

Dege is 3.2282, the homonym rate 1 of Rikaze is 

4.2014 and the homonym rate 1 of Lasa is 4.3697. 

As is well known, the written Tibetan, Xiahe dialect 

and Zeku dialect are usually regarded as non-tonal 

dialects in Tibetan and the others are regarded as 

tonal dialects according to the data now used. From 

the results, we can find that the homonym rate 1 „3‟ 

which is close to the homonym rate 1 of Batang is 

very important, because it is the watershed for tonal 

and on tonal. 

If the procedure of evolution starts at one point and 

diffuses gradually from the centre and the evolution 

speeds of all dialects are as same as that in Lasa, the 

development of homonym rate in Xiahe is only in 

524 of the 1200 years (from the beginning of 9
th
 

century to the end of 20
th
 century), Zeku is in 707, 

Batang is in 835, Dege is in 886 and Rikaze is 1154. 

From these results, we may also get to know the 

stages of Tibetan dialects and the distance between 

among the written Tibetan and dialects. See Figure 

4. 
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Figure 3. The evolution of dialects and the distances among dialects. The upper scale is defined as 100 years 

and the lower scale is the century (AD). 

From figure 3, we can see that the evolution stages 

of different Tibetan dialects, for example, the the 

dialect which develops fastest is Lasa and the dialect 

which develops slowest is Xiahe, and the distances 

among written Tibetan and Tiebtan dialects, for 

example, there is only 46 (years) between Lasa and 

Rikaze and 676 (years) between Lasa and Xiahe. 

4. Homonym rate of syllable 

In the last section, we have discussed the homonym 

of initial and final, because some of the dialects are 

non-tonal. In this section, the homonym of syllable 

are calculated and discussed. HR2 stands for 

homonym rate of syllables, also called homonym 

rate 2. NS stands for the number of different 

syllables. 

Method for calculating homonym rate 1: 

HR2=TN/NS – 1 

For example: The homonym rate 2 of Lasa. 

HR2 (Lasa) = TN/NS – 1=1.7263 

The words used in this calculation are all single 

syllable words. The total number is 5649. The 

results of homonym rate 2 of written Tibetan and the 

dialects of Xiahe, Zeku, Batang, Dege, Rikaze and 

Lasa are listed in Table 4. See Table 4. 

Table 4. Homonym rate calculated through syllables 

Dialect TN syllable  num. homonym rate 

tibetan 5649 5649 0 

xiahe 5649 1942 1.9088 

zeku 5649 1579 2.5775 

batang 5649 1760 2.2096 

dege 5649 1891 1.9873 

rikaze 5649 2130 1.6521 

lasa 5649 2072 1.7263 

Table 4 shows the homonym rate 2 of written 

Tibetan and 6 Tibetan dialects, in which the first 

column is the dialect name, the second column is the 

total number of single words, the third column is the 

number of syllables with different initials, finals and 

tones, and the fourth column is the homonym rate 2. 

In order to see the result clearly and directly, the 

homonym rates are displayed in Figure 5. 

From table 4, we can see that the homonym rate of 

written Tibetan is 0, the homonym rate of Xiahe is 

1.9088, the homonym of Zeku is 2.5775, the 

homonym rate of Batang is 2.2096, the homonym 

rate of Dege is 1.9873, the homonym rate of Rikaze 

is 1.6521 and the homonym rate of Lasa is 1.7263.  
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Figure 4. The homonym rate 1 calculated from 

initials and finals and the homonym rate 2 calculated 

from syllables in written Tibetan and 6 dialects. 

In figure 4, the HR 1 and HR2 are displayed in an 

increasing order of HR1. We can see that the turning 

point of HR2 is at 2.5775 which is the dialect of 

Zeku. The homonym rate 2 of dialect which is 

around 2.5 may indicate that the dialect begins to 

develop its tone system. According to this, the stages 

of tone development in these dialects can be 

predicted by HR1 and HR2, though the systems in 

these dialects cannot be investigated exactly. In 

addition, we can see that the time of Zeku is around 

14  

   

Figure 5: There are two plots in this figure. The left and right display HR1 and HR2 distributions of the 6 

dialects in increasing orders respectively. 

From figure 5, the distribution contours of HR1 

show the procedure of HR1 development, from 

which we can find that the differences are in 

numbers of HR1 and syllable, and the same nature 

which look like „exponential function‟ in all the 6 

dialects. That means that HR1 develops and 

increases fast only in few syllables which may 

become tonal first the dialects. The contours of HR2 

show the procedure of HR2 development, from 

which we can find that the differences are only in 

number, and the same nature which also look like 

„exponential function‟ in all 6 dialects. That means 

that the highest numbers of HR2 are very close to 

each other in the 6 dialects. 
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Figure 6: There are two plots in this figure. The left and right display the normalized HR1 and HR2 

distributions of the 6 dialects in increasing orders respectively. 

When these contours have been normalized by 

numbers of syllable HR1 or HR2, the nature of them 

can be clearly seen. They really have the same 

nature which tells us that the homonyms appear 

easily in some of the syllables and the others are not, 

that is to say, from the syllables which have more 

homonym will develop the tone first. 

5. Conclusions and discussion 

According to the analysis, the following conclusions 

can be drawn: 1) the increase of homonym rate 1 in 

Tibetan leads to the development of tone system; 2) 

Homonym rate 1 can be used to study the distances 

of Tibetan dialects; 3) The homonym rate 1 and 2 

which is around 2.5 indicate that the dialect begins 

to develop its tone system; 4) the syllable with high 

homonym rate may become tonal; 5) The 

distributions of homonym rate 1 and 2 in each 

dialect have the same nature and the distribution 

contours is like an exponential function. 

In historical linguistic viewpoint, the origin of 

Tibetan tones is usually studied through voiced and 

voiceless initials and the stop endings. The main 

problem in Tibetan dialects is that the pitch patterns 

and tone patterns are very difficult to investigate in 

the dialects which are developing their tone systems. 

To solve this problems needs the further studies on 

phonation types and the perception of pitch and tone 

patterns. However, the study in this paper opens up a 

new way to study the origin of Tibetan tones 

through the homonym rate. From a phonetician 

viewpoint, more and more attention has been paid 

not only to the study on evolution of tones 

linguistically, but also to the study on the 

information system, physiological mechanism and 

psychological event.  
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